A. Conclusions

By doing field practice program at Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung, the writer realized that Central Lampung has a big potential not only in natural tourism but also in culture and art. But, they could not be seen because of many factors which are inhibits the tourism development. The writer notes some conclusions as follows:

1. Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung does not have adequate finance to develop tourism object of Central Lampung, because tourism development funding does not get much attention by local government.

2. People who are located in surrounding tourism object do not have awareness to preserve tourism object.

3. Accessibility to the tourism is still hard to reach, because of poor road infrastructure.

4. Central Lampung still has limitedness of human resources in tourism skill.
5. Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung has not maximized yet in marketing and promoting of tourism object of Central Lampung.

B. Suggestions

Based on the writer’s experience during field practice and her study at Lampung University, the writer want to give suggestion to The Department of Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture of Central Lampung, Lampung University, and also Diploma III in English Profession. The suggestions are as follow:

1. Local government should give more attention in funding tourism in order to develop tourism object of Central Lampung.

2. Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung should give tourism awareness to local people in order to create sense of belonging. So, they also can preserve the heritage of Central Lampung tourism.

3. Central Lampung government should rehabilitate the condition of physic road. So, accessibility to the tourism object could be easy to reach.

4. Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung should give training to the staffs about tourism knowledge and skill. Hopefully, they can create tourism development program.

5. Tourism, Youth Sport, Art and Culture Department of Central Lampung should add internet system to make it efficient and effective in promoting. Marketing system should distribute its product to all parts of Central
Lampung region. It is better to put them in education zone in order to introduce tourism object of Central Lampung to the students.

6. For Lampung University, the writer suggests that Lampung University should re-open Diploma III English Program and be focus in developing Diploma III English Profession especially for the books to study the student. Students usually get difficult to find books in library, because there is lack of books which are related to the subjects of English Profession.

7. For Diploma III English Profession, the writer suggests that Diploma III English Profession should improve English for Secretary and Office Computer subjects. Because during field practice, the writer realize that they are very needed in the world of work.